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The Feature Extraction Problem
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! Goal: Find the best possible representation of data that reveal special 
structures useful for further applications (like classification, recognition, etc).

! There are two types of filters for feature extraction:
(1) Handcrafted features – from domain expertise. 
(2) Learned features from data – linear and non-linear representations. This        

approach has become dominant. 

Raw data

Meaningful
Features

Apply
“Filters”

Q: What are features? 



Handcrafted Features
! Domain expertise: Handcrafted features are domain-dependent, i.e. designed 

from experts in specific fields with years of experience (usually not 
generalizable to other fields).
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! Popular example: SIFT - Best image features in Computer Vision, used for 
many applications such as image recognition. It needed 30 years of experience 
(1966-1999) to design good image features! 

Image SIFT
Filters

SIFT
Features

Features for
image/object 
recognition



Learned Features From Data

Ø Paradigm shift: Handcrafted filters/features have been successful for 
decades but the emergence of big data has made available enough data to 
learn the best features from data directly, without handcrafting anything. 
Besides, deep learning has showed us how to extract highly meaningful 
features from data.
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Ø Learned filters: There exist two classes of learned filters depending on the 
mathematical data representations:
(1) Linear representation
(2) Non-linear representation



z = Dx =

2

64
hD1,·, xi

...
hDK,·, xi

3

75 ! zi = hDi,·, xi

Linear Representation

! Formulation:
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High-dim
data

Dictionary 
of filters

(or basis functions)

Features
or coefficients of x
in the dictionary D

ith filter

z = Dx

ith coefficient



Linear Representation

Ø How to learn D and z?
⇒ Techniques available: PCA, ICA, NMF, Sparse Coding, etc. 
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Ø Which technique to choose?
Each technique assumes different assumptions on data. Pick the one that 
follows your data properties (later discussed).



Non-Linear Representation

Ø Non-linear mapping φ: 
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x ! z = '(x) (z 6= Dx)

x ! z = Dx

Linear representation:

Non-linear representation:

Ø These techniques are called non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques, 
and they are used for feature extraction, classification, visualization, etc. 

Ø Examples:
(1) Non-linear PCA, Locally Linear Embedding (LLE), Laplacian
Eigenmaps, t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE) 
(Lecture 8).
(2) Deep Learning (Lectures 9-13).



Linear vs. Non-Linear Representations

! Which representation to use? The answer depends on the type of data 
distributions:
If data follow a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) like human faces, it is 
then enough to use linear data representation (and useless to use non-linear 
techniques).
However, if data follow complex distributions like text documents then they 
require non-linear techniques.  
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Q: What is the shape of Gaussian Model? 
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Principal Component Analysis
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Q: Who does *not* know PCA? 

! History: PCA introduced by Pearson in 1901 in physics.
PCA is the most popular technique for linear representation (also one of the 
top 10 techniques in data science). 

! Formulation: Given a set of data, PCA aims at projecting data onto an 
orthogonal basis that best captures the data variance.   

! Consequence: The first basis function or principal direction v1 captures the 
largest possible variance of data.
The second basis function or principal direction v2 captures the largest possible 
variance of data while satisfying orthogonality constraint !v1,v2"=0. etc

xi

v2v2

xi
v1



Formalization

! PCA defines an orthogonal transformation that maps the data to a new 
coordinate system (v1,v2,…,vK) called principal directions such that the vk’s
capture the largest possible data variances. 
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! Notes: 
(1) PCA requires the data to be centered.
(2) PCA does not say anything about data normalization, but its 
analysis may change (PCA is not invariant w.r.t. normalization).

v2v2

v1

Origin

Rotation

e1

e2



Covariance Matrix

! Definition: The Covariance Matrix C is defined as
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C = XTX

d x d
d x n

X= n x d data matrix
n = number of data
d = number of dimensions

x d

! Covariance matrix C encodes all data variances along each dimension:

Variance of data 
along "th dimension

Covariance of data 
along "th and 6th dimensions

C↵� = hX·,↵, X·,�i =
nX

i=1

Xi↵Xi� =
nX

i=1

xi,↵xj,↵

C↵↵ = hX·,↵, X·,↵i = kX·,↵k22 =
nX

i=1

|Xi↵|2 =
nX

i=1

x

2
i,↵

Note: xi are zero-centered along each dimension ":
Along data

Along dimension

nnX =

d

n x d



PCA = EVD of Covariance Matrix

! Proof: Let us show that 
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Cv1 = �1v1

Largest variance
of data along PD v1

Principal direction 
(PD) v1

1 1

Vector v1 = 1st principal direction
= Direction of largest data variance

= argmax

kvk2=1

nX

i=1

|hxi, vi|2

Square distance of
data projected on v

i|

,
Matrix notation

= argmax

kvk2=1
kXvk22 = (Xv)T (Xv) = vTXTXv = vTCv)

Spectral solution: Solution v1 is the largest eigenvector of C

Cv1 = �1v1 ! v

T
1 Cv1 = v

T
1 �1v1 = �1kv1k22 = �1 = argmax

kvk2=1

nX

i=1

|hxi, vi|2 ⇤



PCA = EVD of Covariance Matrix

Ø Vector v2 = 2nd principal direction
= Direction of second largest data variance
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= argmax

kvk2=1
vTCv s.t. hv, v1i = 0

)

Ø Vector v3 = 3rd principal direction …

Cv2 = �2v2, with �1 � �2

Ø Matrix factorization: Full EVD of C

C = V ⇤V T

with V =
h
v1, ..., vd

i
, V TV = Id, ⇤ = diag(�1, ...,�d)



Principal Components

! Definition: PCs are the coordinates of original data projected into the basis 
of principal directions (PDs): 
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Xpca = XV

v22 v1

e1

e2

xi

hxi, v1i = PC1hxi, v2i = PC2

PD1

PC2PC2PC

i

hxi, v

PDPD



PCA = SVD of Data Matrix
! Matrix factorization: 
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X = U⌃V T with UUT = In, V V T = Id

n x d
n x d

d x dn x nn x n

! Relationship between EVD and SVD:

!

8
<

:

Vsvd = Vevd

⌃2 = ⇤ ! �k = �2
k

Xpca = XVevd = Usvd⌃

! Q: PCA with EVD or SVD? It depends on the size of data matrix X:
(1) For d>n: use SVD.
(2) For d<n: use EVD.

C = XTX = (U⌃V T )T (U⌃V T ) = V ⌃(UTU)⌃V T = Vsvd⌃
2V T

svd

= Vevd⇤V
T
evd



PCA as Dimensionality Reduction
! Essential observation: Most (linear) data are concentrated along the first 

principal directions:
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The first PDs are enough to provide a good data representation, i.e.

kX �XKk22 small for a small K

Approximation of X 
with first K PDs:

k2

XK = U⌃KV T
K

Truncated 7 with first K 
data variances

Truncated 8 with 
first K PDs

K

v22 v1

e1

e2

xi

hxi, v1i = PC1hxi, v2i = PC2

PD1

PC2PC2PC

i

hxi, v

PDPD

xi = hxi, v1iv1 + hxi, v2iv2
⇡ hxi, v1iv1



How to select K?

! Rule: Data variance is captured by each principal direction, then if one wants 
to retain 90% of total variance then K must be selected as follows:  
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PK
k=1 �kPd
k=1 �k

� 0.9

PK
k=1

YaleBFaces dataset structure noise

�k

k
K

90% of total variance



PCA as Visualization Tool

Ø Use first principal components for visualization: If high-dimensional data are 
linear, follow a GMM distribution then they can be visualized in 2D, 3D 
spaces.
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Demo: Standard/Linear PCA
! Run code01.ipynb
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Sparse PCA
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! Motivation: Standard PCA is able to 
(1) Capture most variability information contained in data.
(2) Identify uncorrelated information (because principal directions are 
orthogonal).

! However, PCA is limited in feature interpretation: It is hard to to identify the 
most relevant features for each principal direction.

! Example: Analysis of genes with standard PCA gives: 

!Gene1
Gene2
Gene3

…

Q: What genes are the 
most meaningful?

Solution: Sparse PCA

Q: Is PCA interpretable? 



Sparse PCA Techniques

Ø Mainly, three classes exist:
(1) Lasso PCA
(2) Elastic PCA
(3) Power PCA (based on power method) 
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Ø Lasso PCA: 
Advantage: Great feature selection technique as it finds sparse, accurate and 
robust solutions.
Limitation: The number of features that can be selected by Lasso is at most 
n, the number of data. It may be an issue in some applications like in 
bioinformatics: 
n = # microarray data = 100
d = # gene predictors = 10,000

⇒ Lasso PCA can select at most 100 genes. Solution: Elastic PCA.  



Elastic PCA

! Elastic PCA solves an elastic net regression problem:
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min
A,B

kX �XBAT k2F + �2kBk2F + �1kBk1 s.t. ATA = IK

Data fidelity
term

Elastic net
regression

L1 term forces
sparse solution

k1

Sparse principal directions: 

Sparse principal components: Xspca = XV

sPDj = V·,j =
B?

·,j
kB?

·,jk2



Algorithm

Ø Optimization problem is non-smooth but convex (separately):
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Initialization:

Iterate until convergence:

Am=0 = V pca
K (standard PCA)

Bm+1 = argmin
B

kX �XBAmk2F + �2kBk2F + �1kBk1 (1)

Am+1 = argmin
A

kX �XBm+1Ak2F s.t. ATA = IK (2)

Step 1:

Step 2:

⇒ Problem (1) can be solved efficiently by FISTA.

⇒ Problem (2) can be solved by SVD. 



Demo: Sparse PCA
! Run code02.ipynb
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Robust PCA
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! Motivation: Standard/sparse PCA are sensitive 
to outliers, i.e. a single outlier may change 
significantly the true PCA solution. 

! Solution: Robust PCA is a technique that 
separates the outliers from the clean data where 
PCA is performed.  

Q: Is PCA robust to outliers? 



Formalization

! Standard PCA:
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! Robust PCA:

Data Low-rank matrix
Standard PCA

(structure)

Sparse matrix
captures outliers
(no structure)NP-hard combinatorial problem

Continuous relaxation needed.)

Convex 
relaxation

Strong result: Solution of (2) is almost the solution of (1)!

hard combinatorial problem

min
L

kX � Lk2F s.t. rank(L) = K

min
L,S

rank(L) + � card(S) s.t. X = L+ S (1)

min
L,S

kLk? + � kSk1 s.t. X = L+ S (2)



Algorithm

! ADMM technique: Fast, robust and accurate solutions.
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hµ(x)

Initialization: Lm=0 = X Sm=0 = Zm=0 = 0

Iterate until convergence:

Sm+1 = h�/r

⇣
X � Lm+1 + Zm/r

⌘
Lm+1 = Uh1/r(⇤)V

T with U⇤V T svd
= X � Sm + Zm/r

Zm+1 = Zm + r(X � Lm+1 � Sm+1)



Demo: Robust PCA
! Run code03.ipynb
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PCA on Graphs
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Q: Can do PCA on networks like Facebook? 

! Motivation: When data similarities are available or can be computed, it 
enhances PCA.

! Formalization:

) Continuous
convex 
relaxation

Force smoothness 
on graphs

min
L,S

kXk? + �s kSk1 + �GkLkG Dir s.t. X = L+ S

min
L,S

rank(X) + �
s

card(S) + �
G

kLk
G smooth

s.t. X = L+ S



Demo – Video Surveillance
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! Separate background from moving objects: State-of-the-art [ICCV’15]
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Non-Negative Matrix Factorization
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! Motivation: PCA vs. NMF
PCA learns the main variations of data.

Data representation is based on main directions of data variations.
NMF learns the most common parts of data.

Data representation is based on main common data parts.

PCA NMF

[Lee-Seung’99]

Q: Is PCA the best linear data representation? 



Matrix Factorization
! PCA and NMF are both factorized models:
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PCA : X
svd
= U⇤V T

NMF : X = LR with L,R � 0

Essential constraints to 
Identify data parts

! Dimensionality reduction technique: L,R are small low-rank matrices 
(compared to X). They can be interpreted as compressed features! 

XUsers

Movies !
LUsers RMovies

10 10

Compressed 
Movie features

Compressed 
User features

X LRL

R

i t

=

m

n n

m

rr



Linear Representation

! Text document representation: 
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xi = Lri

Each document is represented by a linear 
combination of compressed word features.

m

n xi Lri

ri

L

40,000 text 
documents

20,000 
words

=



How to Compute L,R?

Ø Factorization of the form:

can be solved by optimization these loss functions:

(1) Least-squares loss:

(2) Kullback-Leibler (relative entropy) loss: (histogram distances)
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X = LR with L,R � 0

min
L,R�0

kX � LRk2F

min

L,R�0
KL(X,LR) = �

X

ij

Xij log
(LR)ij

Xij



Algorithms

Ø Several techniques exist:

(11) Multiplicative update techniques
Advantage: Monotonic.
Limitation: Slow to converge.

(2) ADMM, Primal-Dual techniques
Advantage: Fast.
Limitation: No theoretical guarantee.

(3) Power Methods (most recent)
Advantage: Fast.
Limitation: No theoretical guarantee.
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Sparse Coding
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! Motivation: PCA and NMF make strict properties about the dictionary D used 
for linear representation:  

z = Dx

dictionary 

PCA
D captures main directions

of data variations

NMF
D captures main 

common parts of data

Q: How to relax these properties to learn more generic filters?

! Sparse coding (recently a.k.a. dictionary learning): 
New data assumption: Represent data as a sparse linear 

combination of a few filters.

! Note: This is the best linear representation and feature extraction 
technique, and for any kind of data! A class of deep learning techniques 
use sparse coding at core feature extraction “deconvolutional neural 
networks.”

Dx

dictionary 

Q: Can do better than PCA and NMF? 



Formalization

! Optimization problem: 
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min
D,zj

nX

j=1

kxj �Dzjk22 + �kzjk1 s.t. kDi,·k2  1 8i

Forces 
sparsity

Controls
filter energies

Eni = kDi,·k2 =

⇢
1
0

Algorithm can learn
the best number of filters

1
0

Di,·

zj

= 0



Algorithm 
! Non-smooth and convex optimization:
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Initialization:

Iterate until convergence:

Dm+1 = argmin
D

kX �DZm+1k2F s.t. kDi,·k2  1 8i

Zm+1 = argmin
Z

kX �DmZk2F + �kZk1

min
Z,D

kX �DZk2F + �kZk1 s.t. kDi,·k2  1 8i

min
Z,D

nX

j=1

kxj �Dzjk22 + �kzjk1 s.t. kDi,·k2  1 8i,

Dm=0 = randn

Each sub-optimization problems can be solved 
efficiently by FISTA.



Demo: Sparse Coding
! Run code04.ipynb
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Learned Dictionary= 
Human visual filters (V1 cells) 

in the primary visual cortex
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Summary

Ø Feature Extraction Problem: 
(1) Handcrafted filters/features: less popular.
(2) Learned filters/features: more and more common.
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Ø Learned filters = Data representation problem:
(1) Linear Representations
(2) Non-linear representations (next lecture, and deep learning lectures) 

Ø Linear Representations:
(1) PCA: based on data variances.
(2) NMF: based on common parts of data
(3) Sparse Coding: based on sparse representation (highly adaptable  

technique)
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Questions?




